
 Minutes of the Langham Parish Council Meeting held on Monday 7th September 2020 with decisions being reached after a number of telephone calls and e-mail exchanges between members and including the Clerk.                                           
In Attendance:  B North, C. Blundell, P. Adams, P. Allen, S. Bryett-Hull, P. Godfrey and the Clerk.
Minutes of last meeting held on 6th July, 2020  –   were approved by all members.
2.	Outstanding actions from previous meeting:
a)        Work to 25 Holt Road.  Mr. Kershaw has contacted Kevin Peacock, North Norfolk District Council. His report is as follows:-
I am emailing in relation to the above property. I have now managed to carry out a site visit and inspect the garage as well as the condition of the cottage.
In relation to the garage the width and length of the garage are exactly as shown on the approved plans. Due to different land levels there is some contrasting heights to the garage. To the rear the garage is 4.7 metres above ground level, which is 0.3metres below the approved height of 5 metres. To the front the structure is 5.3 metres above ground level. In this instance I have taken an average height which puts the structure at the required 5 metres. It would also not be expedient for the Council to commence enforcement action to lover the structure for the sake of 30cm.
The extension to the rear of the extension is progressing well. Internally the cottage is very unstable and there is a lot of work that is required. The owners do not have the money to bring in extra labourers and so time will be required for the work to be completed. The cottage needs stabilising, along with new beams, and potentially a new roof as the property is not water tight. I have agreed that I will be monitoring the site and plan to visit once a month, or once every two months depending on my work load, to ensure that works are progressing and so we can get to a point where the appearance of the site is much better and get the cottage back into use. 
I will keep you updated as site visits are taken place, but if you have any queries then please do not hesitate to contact me.
Mr. Peacock subsequently advised that he has another site visit arranged for next week when he will inspect what progress has been made. Once the visit has been made he will provide an update.
b)      Damaged street light in Swans Close.   The new street light has been installed.
        3     Planning applications and determinations
Change of use of land to storage of caravans and boats, siting of 40 storage containers, siting of    porta cabin for office use, erection of up to 33 three metre high security lights and erection of boundary fence on land at Langham Road, Morston, NR25 7BL (PF/20/0747)
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All members were appalled on receipt of this application and agreed that it should be opposed in the strongest way possible. The Parish Council’s objections, submitted to the District Council, were as follows:-

 The site is located within designated Countryside, and the facilities as far as we are aware do not meet a proven local need. The development will have significant impact on the wider character of the coastal area and will be clearly visible from Morston and Langham. We strongly disagree with the planning statement that "bringing the site back into use will reduce the derelict appearance of the site and improve the management, maintenance and tidiness of the site". The Planning Statement also states; "the proposal does re-use existing hardstanding within the Countryside and is ideally suited to the proposed development and ideally located to serve the local tourism industry. It is unlikely that such an operationally ideal site exists in more urban areas." We would suggest the industrial area of Fakenham is more suited and only 10 miles away with much better access. 

In the Planning Statement it also notes; "the development will remediate the derelict character of the site". We do not believe 40 rusting containers will ever remediate any landscape. According to the Planning Statement; "the application site is particularly well screened by existing vegetation and any lighting will have PIR sensors limiting the amount of lights on at any one time and the length of time the lights are on." However, the statement explains "Lighting with PIR sensors will be provided around the site to provide lighting for security patrols as they make their way around the site." These could be numerous during the evening and in the hours of darkness. 

The wildlife survey has identified a badger sett and bats, although deer plus other assorted mammals are commonly seen at the site. The applicant intends to add a 3m high fence which would allow badgers in and out but other larger animals would obviously be excluded. Bats are resident but it is stated that lights would need to be facing downwards to avoid disturbing bats flying and hunting at night. However, this seems to be problematic in that they are talking about security lights which would forever be going on and off when animals are moving and flying which is not considered to be acceptable in an AONB and a rural area known for its dark skies. There is also an issue of access to the site for large vehicles on a narrow rural road leading from Langham to Morston plus the inevitable services to the site and how that fits with an AONB. There is a plan for an office porta cabin to be installed plus storage of caravans. Whilst there is no obvious intention for anybody to be resident there, the possibility exists that the site could end up being used for residential purposes with caravans on site. Concerns have also been raised regarding what could potentially be stored in the 40 storage containers, especially hazardous materials. 

In conclusion we believe the following points summarise all of the above points: Detrimental effect of light pollution, impact of light pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes and nature conservation; The proposal does not protect, conserve or enhance the special qualities and local vernacular of the area; The proposal will be significantly detrimental to the open coastal character; The design for the proposal is not of sufficient high quality, nor does it have regard to local context, nor does it preserve or enhance the character and quality of the area. Finally, grave concerns have been raised about the potential long term impact with regard to planning in such a rural AONB and the precedent this may set for others to submit equally unnecessary plans in the AONB. It has the potential to bring increased traffic and transport issues on the quiet lane from Morston to Langham, as well as being a detrimental, unnecessary and poorly designed development.
	 

						2/6
There have been in excess of forty objections to this application from parishioners. In addition, the Campaign to Protect Rural England has also submitted strong objections as follows:-

CPRE Norfolk objects to this application.

 CPRE Norfolk campaigns to prevent light pollution and to minimise the impact of external lighting on rural dark landscapes that are so important to the character of Norfolk, and particularly the Norfolk Coast AONB. In this context we ask that the following comments are taken in to account in regard to this application.

 After studying the detail of the exterior lighting proposals in regard to this application CPRE Norfolk notes that the external lighting will be provided by 33 movement sensor PIR lights, according to Plan Pl01 rev b, although it is noted that the application form is marked ‘not applicable’ regarding lighting in section 9. CPRE prefers movement sensor lights to dusk to dawn fitments and recommends the use of white full spectrum LED lights in fully shielded fitments that are not tilted upwards or outwards so that all the light emitted points directly downwards. White light sources are far less urbanising than orange (low pressure) or pink (high pressure) sodium lights. We note that the Planning Statement mentions lighting with PIR sensors to be directed downwards, but doesn’t include further details. 

It should be noted that the usefulness of exterior lighting as a security measure in rural locations is questionable and the Architectural Liaison Officers of Norfolk Police have confirmed at a recent conference on light pollution held in the Norfolk Coast AONB that the provision of external lighting can be counter-productive – it actually aids criminals in their work. The Planning Statement also refers to the need ‘to provide lighting for security patrols as they make their way around the site.’ This would lead to an unacceptable level of lighting, as the patrols would constantly trigger the lights to turn on, resulting in a negative impact on the dark skies. 

The site is located in an area of Rural Dark Landscape as defined in the Norfolk County Council Environmental Lighting Zones Policy and it is very important that outdoor lighting is kept to a minimum in such places. 

Policy Background
NPPF paragraph 180 requires that: 
‘Planning policies and decisions should also ensure that new development is appropriate for its location taking into account the likely effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, living conditions and the natural environment, as well as the potential sensitivity of the site or the wider area to impacts that could arise from the development. In doing so they should (and clause C is relevant here): (c) limit the impact of light pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes and nature conservation.’ The NNDC Design Guide states that: ‘The North Norfolk coast boasts some of the darkest skies in the country. The lack of artificial light helps the coast retain its rural character and overall tranquillity. The Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Partnership have as part of their 20 year vision "...[that] the area will still be essentially unspoilt with a strong feeling of remoteness, peace and tranquillity, with wide skyscapes, seascapes and dark night skies that show the richness and detail of constellations.”
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It is important that the proposals for lighting in the application are significantly reduced due to the need to minimise exterior lighting to that which is truly necessary for security.

In addition to these concerns about the proposed external lighting, CPRE Norfolk is of the opinion that the proposal goes against various NNDC policies, with the proposal site being situated within the area of ‘undeveloped coast’ within the Norfolk Coast AONB and within an area characterised as Tributary Farmland, and therefore CPRE Norfolk objects to this application.

 Policy EN 2 – Protection and Enhancement of Landscape and Settlement Character. The proposal does not protect, conserve or enhance the special qualities and local distinctiveness of the area, the pattern of distinctive landscape features, visually sensitive skylines, and the nocturnal character.

 Policy EN 3 – Undeveloped Coast The proposal will be significantly detrimental to the open coastal character, through the introduction of storage containers, a porta cabin, perimeter fencing and external lighting, and is therefore contrary to this policy. 

Policy EN 4 – Design The design for the proposal is not of sufficient high quality, nor does it have regard to local context, nor does it preserve or enhance the character and quality of the area, and is therefore unacceptable.
    
   4      Finance
	 Income
None		
Expenditure
31/7/20      Haven Power (electricity – June)				     	   £62.46  20/8/20      K. Webb (quarterly computer allowance – standing order)	                  £20.00 31/8/20      Haven Power (electricity - July) 			       	                  £64.43 7/9/20        K. & M. Lighting Services (street lighting maintenance – Aug)                    £18.42 7/9/20        K. & M. Lighting Services (street lighting maintenance – Sept)	                  £18.42 7/9/20        K. & M. Lighting Services (new street light column)                                £1,481.72 7/9/20        CGM (monthly grounds maintenance)				 £214.27  7/9/20        CGM (monthly grounds maintenance)				 £214.27  7/9/20        B. North (Royal Mail – under payment of postage)		                    £1.50 7/9/20        K. Webb (pay for July, August and September, 2020)                	                £747.32 7/9/20        HMRC (tax on Clerk’s pay)	    		      		                £187.00
Acceptance of expenditure approved by all
Balances of Bank accounts:- Current - £9,465.40 credit, Business Saver- £45.77 credit  (as at 20th August, 2020)
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5)	Website update
	Some items are in the process of being added to the new website. The existing website is to be 
	updated in line with Covid and with various pieces of information provided by our County 
	Councillor, Dr. Strong.  


6)	Correspondence
Clerks and Councils Direct magazine for September, 2020
Police Community update for July, 2020
Police Community update for August, 2020
Police Community update for September, 2020
Letter from Local Lynx paper updating on their plans for the next few months
NCC advising that Streetscene Inspectors will visit week commencing 21/9/20
Request from parishioner for data comparing speeds on Langham roads before and after the erection of gateways

Any Other Business
Report from County Councillor, Dr. M. Strong
NCC’s free hazardous waste days:
Hempton appears as the most convenient site for our division and will be open as follows: Hempton : 9am-4pm 9, 10, 11 October.  These free events are for residents with hazardous waste needing specialist disposal. The following types of products are accepted: paint, paint thinners, wood preserver, fertilizer, fungicides, pesticides, weed killer, thermometers, drain cleaners, oven cleaners and aerosols. Items such as asbestos, fireworks, explosives and gas cannisters are not accepted. More information is available here: https://www.norfolkrecycles.com/household-hazardous-waste-day-2020/ and if you have other waste to dispose of it is advisable not to use these sites at these times, as they may be busy.

Norfolk County Council: www.norfolk.gov.uk should lead you on to a range of specific sections which are well worth a visit.  For instance,  https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/care-support-and-health/health-and-wellbeing/adults-health/coronavirus/community-support-for-people-at-home/help-if-you-are-self-isolating.  Amongst the many pieces of information is an updated section on the impact of Covid-19 on NCC services – which affect all of us in many ways. (Please share this information where appropriate.)

Government Response: Latest government response is to be found on  https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus : includes lifting of restrictions – best read very regularly for whilst I could list what we are ‘allowed’ at the time of my typing this as you know will change – particularly regarding meeting with who, where, when etc.   
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Norfolk’s Libraries: By the time you read this more libraries will have opened with the remaining sites to open in the coming weeks.  Library users are required to wear a face covering in line with the latest Government guidance. Each library will have a one-way system to allow for social distancing and hand sanitiser available to use on the way in and out. Open library access remains unavailable and opening times have to be changed accordingly.  Latest information can be found on the Norfolk County Council website https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/libraries-local-history-and-archives/libraries/coronavirus-update.  (Mobile Libraries are being prepared to meet Covid-19 regulations.) 
Public Transport: Dr Louise Smith, Director of Public Health at Norfolk County Council, tells us that: “Anyone experiencing one or more of the Coronavirus symptoms should not travel but should self-isolate along with their household immediately and book a free test by calling 119 or visit nhs.co.uk/coronavirus.  Symptoms include a high temperature, continuous cough or change to or loss of sense of smell or taste. We all must work together to protect ourselves, protect others and protect Norfolk.”  For information on public transport in Norfolk visit https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/public-transport/buses/bus-timetables-and-operators
Face Coverings: The guidance on face coverings has been updated to reflect changes on when face coverings should be worn and information on those who are exempt. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/face-coverings-when-to-wear-one-and-how-to-make-your-own
  
The Distance Aware initiative – a favourite subject of mine: The Distance Aware initiative has been recently endorsed by the Department of Health and Social Care. The initiative was set up to enable individuals and organisations to politely prompt ongoing distancing and respect of individual social space. Badge/poster templates are available to download from the site.  https://www.bevancommission.org/distance-aware 

	Agenda items for next meeting           
None                
			  
      9)	Date of next meeting :  Monday, 9th November 2020.   
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